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does

not mean iigenuinei1and in the secono. place it is not permitted
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with a qualifieQ
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For as far as this bears upon compound

ginning with _E_u_the remark to Rec.XI
Rec.XXXV.
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forms be-
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inclusive elucidation.

This part of Art.72 may be cancelled until a better form for
it~

agreeing with Greek and Latin grammal", may be found.
It is contrary ta,Greek gramrnar that the gender of narnes be

the same as that of their final elenent, as long as the ending of the
latter is not altered. This is only valid for those names that
originally have a substantival meaning, not, hovvever, for those,
that are converted adjectives. Adjectival names are, in Greek, still
more numerous than substantivc::.l
ones, and their gender is sometimes
recognisable

from their ending, sometimes not. In the latter case

the gender must be evident from the meaning of the name, or the
choice is free. Examplesc
-Names ending in -pogon, _-c_o_d_o_n,
-panax, -myces, -sternon, must
be masculine when they originally are intended to be substantives,
meaning a certain kind of ppgon, codon, sternon, &c. When, however,
they are converted adjectives, meaning a plant having a certain
kind of pogon, stemon, &c., their farm allows us to consider them
as weIl as feminine or neutel".
No.mes in -chlamys are feminine when they are substantival;
they are either mo.sculine, feminine or neutel" when they are converted
adjectives.
Names in -odon can be intended to be substantival,

if they

have been derived from Ionian _o_d_on_.
Probably, however, they have
been derived from odous, and in that case they must be considered
as adjectival names, and only can be neutel" forms of such ending in
-odus.
On the contro.ry names ending in -car'pha, -daphne, -achne ~
always feminine~

are

as masculine or neutel" adjectival names never can

have these endings. For the same reason al1 names in -dendron must
be neutel".

Aceras and Xanthoceras

cannot be substantival names. They only

can mean I1horn-lesslt and nyellow-hornedll, and must therefore be
adjectival. From the ending the gender cannot be recognised. Aegiceras, however; can be a substantival name; meaning IIgoat--hornl1,
and in that case must be taken as neuter.
Names in -anthos and -chilos may be tr.J,nscribedin -anthus and
-chilus, and can be arbitrarily treated as masculine or neutel"',as
the Romans themselves did so. Adjectival forms derived from anthos,
chilos, &c.) must end in -anthes, -chiles, &c.
Names, however, ending in -nema, -stoma, -stemma, -stigma;
-grélmma, &c.;! can be élS vvelJ. substantival as adjectival. In the first
case they must be treated as neuter, in the latter as feminine only.
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